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Drumlins have intrigued scientists for nearly a century, yet 
the mystery of their origin persists. Drumlin formation and 
occurrence has led to considerable conjecture and discussion. In 
effort to explain drumlin origin various examinations aT their 
spacing, geometry and internal structures have been presented. No 
theory ha s been universally accepted, however. Debate still 
continue s as to whether drumlins are erosional or depositional in 
orlgln. Fifteen years ago Smalley and Unwin (1968) proposed the 
dilatancy theory that stressed drumlin formation was dependent 
upon rheological properties of glacial till and the regimes of 
active glaciers. The present study has attempted to test this 
dilatancy theory. 

In 1897 Close first described the drumlin, a name derived f rom 
the Gaelic word druim meaning hill (Menzies 1979). Drumlins gener
a lly occur in distinct groups called drumlin fields, some of which 
contain many individual drumlins. Although drumlin morphometry or 
shape vary greatly, most resemble inverted spoons. Their stoss 
ends point in an up-ice direction, and their long axes parallel 
the ice-flow, thus making drumlins good indicators of glacial 
movement. Their width to length ratios (W/L) can be as high as 
1: 5 0 or as Im·/ as 1: 1. Despite the degree of elongation, drumlin 
crests are normally located one-third the length from their stoss 
ends. The diverse character of these landforms has led to prob
lems in identification and delineation of individual drumlins. 
Although Alden (1905) concluded that "classic" drumlins exhibit 
W/- r at ios of 1:4; to provide identification consistency, 
dl'uml in-like s hapes Hel"e determined by employing Tloenhaile' s (1975) 
cl-' iteria. 

Study area 

.B "r umlins ex mined in this invest i gation are located in 
t he Ca~?bellsport Drumlin Unit of t he Ice Age National Sc ientific 
Reser ve . The s tudy area Has most · ecently occupied by t he Green 
B y Lo .e of the Laurentide I ce Sheet and i s ten mi les we s t of t h e 
lobe ' s e stern margin or about f i f ty-f ive miles north,-.'est of 
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l1ilwaukee (Figure 1). The drumlin unit encompasses approximately 
3,800 acres in southeastern Fond du Lac County, and all but forty 
acres are projected to remain in private ownership. The forty 
acres will be used for overviews/explanatory stops 011. a proposed 
auto-tour. 

Within the reserve there are approximately forty-four drumlins. 
The majority of the drumlins in the Campbellsport Drumlin Unit are 
distinct isolated forms. In addition there are double and triple
crested, double-tailed and other complex drumlins. Morphometrically, 
these drumlins are not what Alden defined as "classic." They, 
moreover, exhibit a significant amount of relief (approximately 
110 feet) and are in an area of high drumlin density, which lends 
itself to panoramic views of many drumlins (Figure 2). The drumlins 
are utilized as crop land except where slopes are prohibitively 
steep. Inter-drumlin land is somewhat poorly drained, and a large 
tamarack swamp dominates the central area. 

Pl'ior research 

An Environmental Impact Statement has been the only published 
research conducted on the Campbellsport Drumlin Unit, and it was 
prepared for the entire Ice Age National.Scientilic Reserve. 
Concerning the Campbellsport Drumlin Unit, the impact statement 
was merely a surface description which concluded that the proposed 
auto-route should cause no degradation of the environment. To 
fill some of this research lacuna, the intention of this study is 
to compile data from topographic maps, correlate it with primary 
field surveys and then test it against the dilatancy theory. 

Many theories attempt to explain conditions necessary for 
drumlin formation. Only within the last few decades has research 
evolved to the level of the soil mechanics approach. A wide range 
of other studies, however, have been performed which have contri
buted to the understanding of drumlins. Research has ranged from 
studies of microfabric (Hill 1968) to drumlin geometry (Reed et 
ale 1962). The accretional theory (Alden 1918; Flint 1947), for 
example, states that drumlins formed by successive accretions of 
clayey till about a nucleus of deposition. The till squeeze theory 
(Stalker 1929) emphasizes the importance of basal pressure regimes. 
Alden (1918) also hypothesized that subglacial radial crevassing 
caused voids in which till was deposited and later streamlined. 
Others have Hritten that drumlins are erosional landf orms ( AronovJ 
1959; Whittecar and Mickelson 1979). 

The most widely embraced theory a t present, however, is the 
dilatancy theory. The behavior of a gr anular mass to act as a 
dilatant material was introduced to geology by (Mead 1925) and to 
glacial geology by (Teraghi 1943). Smalley and UnHin extended 
t h_is process to drumlin formation. They suggested that the dila
tant nature of glacial till combined with stress zones within the 
gl acier were responsible for dl'umlin formation. [-Jore recently 
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F':'gure 1 . Locat i on of Campbe l l por t Drumlin Unit study area . 
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Menzies took dilatancy a step further theorizing that changes in 
pore Hater content of the till Here fundamental in toe formation 
of drumlins . 

Hypothesis 

The zone in a glacial lobe . Hhere drumlins occurred Has 
r elatively small (Figure 1); a zone of critical stress, Hhich Has 
dependent upon ice thickness, where the dilatant till collapsed 
and stabilized forming a nucleus for further deposition (Smalley 
and UnHin 1968). Glacier dynamics and the ·amount of ice movement 
in a particular area dictated the amount of elongation that was 
achieved ( Chorley 1959). Therefore in an area of unrestricted 
glacial floH, drumlin W/L ratios can be expected to be high. In 
the Campbellsport area the glacier ' s advance, however, was impeded 
by the adjacent Lake Michigan Lobe. This situation caused the 
glacier to thin more rapidly than in an area of unrestricted flo\'l 
and produced drumlins of a conical nature. But in a sector as 
small as the Campbellsport Drumlin Unit glacier dynamics can be 
expected to be fairly uni f orm, therefore morphometric irregulari 
ties mus t have been dependent upon another phenomenon. In this 
area, ,..-here there was rapid glacial thinning, the critical stress 
zone where drumlins form was abbreviated producing a narrow, Hell 
defined drumlin belt (Vernon 1966). Hy hypothesis thus became: 
Local d~screpancies in drumlin morphometry were dependent upon 
drumlin textural composition. A relatively clay-rich till, 
behavinb thixotrophically, should have remained dilatant longer 
than a clay-deficient till under equal stress. And such a clay
rich drumlin till should have combined with glacial advance to 
produce a more elongated drumlin. Or simply s tated: the higher 
t he cIa:,' content , the more elongate the drumlin f orm. 

Dexatering of a till al so facilitated collapse , stabilization 
and subsequent accretion (Menzies 1979). Granular masses differ 
in thei ~ ability to dewater. A clay-rich till, due to clay-wat er 
adhesio~, s hould not dewater as rapidly as a clay-deficient till 
under t~e same conditions . Menzies (1979) stated that dewatering 
of a dilatant granular mass "via a permeable subglacial deposit 
or bed:;:<~ck , or within s ubglacial depressions" would initiate 
rapi d geotectonic change s thereby increas ing the shear strength 
of the ~ill creating a nucleus for deposition. A Clay-rich till, 
t hen, s~ould atrenuate deHateringcausing a more elongate for m. 
~ high-energy en~ironment like the inter lobate moraine could have 
acted a s an aquifer fo r the removal of s ubglacial water and 
s b sequent pore water di s sipation. A cl ay - def icient till could 
have dexatered rapidly losing i~s slurr y - like nature, which 
enabled it to floVi and collapse s uddenly f orming conical drumlins . 
Cont inu2:i deformation and subsequent e longat ion should have been 
unlike ly because of restricted glac ial advance . 



Field wOl'k and findings 

Primary fi e ld work conducted in the Campbellsport area \·: 3.S 

performed to bett er understand the drumlin r.lOrphometry , to 
di scover any corre:Lation between drumlin mor phometry and t extural 
composition of the surface till and to gather and record bas ~c: 

data about t he area. The latter Has confined to mapping indi-"idual 
drumlins and measuring W/ L ratios and drumlin orientation. 

Or ientation of the long axis of drumlin s i s useful in r econ
structing glacial movement. The long axe s of t he drumlins in the 
Campbellsport Unit were measur ed from topographic maps, but tr.i s 
process was dif ficult because of drumlin conical morphometry. The 
axis declinations f rom the south were then recorded (Figure 3 ). 
Both the mean and median drumlin orientation of the twenty -two 
samples " ere S 28 0 E. The mode, l,hich appeared in three of t i,e 

0samples, was S 33 0 E. The range of orientation was S 73 E - S 21° 
20

0
IV, and the standard deviation of drumlin orientation was 

The standard deviation and range were slightly higher than 
those observed by Trenhaile (19712, but one of his fields in 
southern Ontario exhibited a 16.1 standard deviation. Trenhaile 
thought it was due to ice velocity. Reed (1962) reported standard 
deviations as high as 17.40 in a f ield near Boston, and he att r i
buted high standard deviations to bedrock that controlled glacial 
movement. Either or both of these factors may have been res? on
sible for the high range and standard deviation in the Campbells
port Drumlin Unit because of its history of restricted glacial 
movement and its situation on the backslope of the Niagra Es car ? 
ment. The orientation of the drumlins revealed the till was 
derived from an area west of this escarpment. Bedrock lithology 
west of the escarpment is Cincinnati Shale which upon glacial 
abrasion yields sticky aluminous clay. This clay, together wi7h 
low glacial velocity, could have been responsible for the dru~lin 
morphometry in the Campbellsport Drumlin Unit. 

The W/L ratios of the individual drumlins were calculated. 
This process was somewhat subjective because of the ten- f oot 
contour interval on the topographic maps. The mean W/L ratio f or 
the entire Campbellsport Drumlin Unit was measured to be 1:1. 65. 

The next step was the random selection of drumlins frorr. Hf. i ch 
till samples were extracted. The six designated sites were then 
mapped (Figure 2), and their W/L ratios were computed to be 1:1.42. 
Till samples were extracted from a standard depth at locations 
unfavorable to influences from soil-forming processes. Till 
samples were analyzed by the hydrometer method to establish 
textural composition and plotted on a textural triangle (Figure 4). 

The two variables, W/L ratios and clay content, for each of 
the sites, were plotted on a scatter diagram (Figure 5). A 
correlation analysis was then run to determine the statistical 
association between the "tHO variables. A very high positive corre
lation of .95 was reveale.d. The strong correlation value suggested 
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Figure 4. Textural triangle plot of till samples . 
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clay content is Cl very importBnt dete-rmining f actor in the 
morphometl"y of an individual drumlin, thus Eavorably confirming my 
hypothesis: loca l discrepanc ies in drumlin morphometry Here 
dependent upon drumlin textural composition. 

Impl ications 

Evidently, the thixotl"ophic properties of the clay-rich till 
allowed the till to r emain dilatant under lower s tress. Therefore, 
i~ this area of an abbreviated critical stress zone, till that was 
composed of more clay remained dilatant longer which facilitated 
in producing more elongate drumlins. But because of the restricted 
glacial motion even tills containing a significant clay fraction 
could not produce the elongate drumlins found elsewhere in the 
drumlin field. The results of this stud~then, seem to support the 
validity of the dilatancy theory. 
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